
TDK Corp is entering the Indian market with a mission to
accelerate learning, bring meaningful contributions to society,

and invest in startups with similar ideals from Bengaluru
innovation hub, bringing together VCs and CVCs. 
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Tenders: Site clearance given
for airports at Alwar, Singrauli
and Mandi

Tenders: Gadkari lays
foundations stones-inaugurates
Rs.13,500cr projects

Tenders: AAI to lease 25
airports in 2022-25 

“With Microsoft as a strategic
partner, Tech Mahindra is helping

operators realize the full potential of
their networks and providing

innovative and agile services,” said
Manish Mangal, Global Head, 5G &

Network Services Business, Tech
Mahindra. 
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"IREDA is committed to supporting the
growth of Renewable Energy in India

through financing, and we will be
happy to be partnering with the

European Investment Bank to achieve
our climate goals,” IREDA Chairman

and Managing Director Pradip Kumar
Das has told EIB Global Director Maria

Shaw-Barragan. 
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Lars Løkke Rasmussen, Denmark’s Minister for Foreign Affairs, added
that the green strategic partnership has become a cornerstone of

bilateral relationship. “We recognize the importance of India in
achieving the world's sustainability goals.”
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“Our customers are
experiencing an increased drive

to optimize their cloud
spending,” said Akhilesh Tiwari,

President, Communications,
Media & Information Services

Americas at TCS. 
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Minister Sonowal has echoed growth prospects saying, “India continues
to open up its sectors to global investors by raising the investment limits,
removing regulatory barriers, developing infrastructure, and improving

the business environment.” 
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“FMCG will continue to evolve and thrive, driven by innovation,
technology, and a deep commitment to sustainability and social

responsibility," said Agarwal, also Vice Chairman and MD, Emami Ltd. 
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“Our region has been on a rapid growth trajectory over the past few
years, and this is the perfect time for us to join hands with Tagger

Media,” Atul Hegde, Founder of YAAP said on 7 Mar 2023. 

Markets: Sharma to lead Ruder
Finn’s expansion in the Middle
East 
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"The ability to forecast demand
and optimize inventory is a key

competitive advantage, in
today's era of increased

macroeconomic and geopolitical
complexities,” said Jasmeet

Singh, Executive Vice President
and Global Head of

Manufacturing, Infosys. 

Minister for Trade and Tourism Don Farrell pointed out that US$2.5 billion
worth trade benefitted from the lower tariffs arising from ECTA agreement in
Jan 2023 alone and reassured that this growth will continue to further rise. 
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"We’ve intentionally designed the new Chennai office to support our
vision for the future of work, empowering teams to determine how they
work best in an environment that’s collaborative, flexible and inclusive,”

said Tien Tzuo, Founder and Chief Executive Officer at Zuora.
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Minister Don Farrell has
reiterated Australia’s strong

support for India’s G20
Presidency and agreed that

the G20 needs to help the
world navigate a pathway
back to strong, sustainable

and inclusive growth,
including accelerating

progress to achieve the
Sustainable Development

Goals.
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Gurjant Randhawa,
President and CEO of

Cipher Neutron, stated,
"Our MoU with Astec opens
t he door to cross-industry

collaboration where
advanced scientific

knowledge and practical
engineering solutions can
be shared and optimized.” 
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IREDA Chairman and
Managing Director Pradip
Kumar Das said, “The IFC

status is a significant
milestone for IREDA and will
enable us to maintain our

leading position as a
financier of RE space. IREDA

will continue to play a
motherly role for

development of RE sector.” 
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Saahasi: Dateline Singapore I Official Trailer 
Featuring Singapore-based actors like Veena Puthran Bangera, Rachna Anand, Gurdip Singh, Nidhi Chopra Khanna, Pankaj Kumar, Neil Daswani,
Edmund Chow, Hannah Wong, Jawahar Kanjilal and Tejas Chitaliya, Saahasi: Dateline Singapore is a bold take on the changing ethos of journalism.  

Set in the backdrop of a gang rape victim who is brought to Singapore from India for medical treatment, the film explores the clash of values between
old journalism and new journalism, which is more aggressive and TRP-driven, through two characters, Gurdip and Garima.
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